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composer, Wendy Carlos in New York. In 1996 he became the first major British�
artist to give a solo recital in Ekaterinburg, Russia. Recent highlights include a�
performance at the Adelaide Festival, a programme of Percy Grainger at the Eifeler�
Musiktage in Germany�,�the complete�Iberia�of Albéniz at London’s South Bank�
Centre�,�and a special recital to mark his 60th birthday at the Wigmore Hall, London.�

Also Available�

NI 5357    Hoddinott�,�
BBC National Orchestra of Wales�
Tadaaki Otaka, conductor�

NI 5466    Hoddinott and Mathias�,�
               Fine Arts Brass Ensemble with�

Kevin Bowyer, organ�

Recorded in England by Nimbus Records Limited�
Cover painting:�La Cathedrale Engloutie II� (oil on canvas)�
by Ceri Richards (1903-71). Walter Hussey Bequest,�
Pallant House, Chichester/The Bridgeman Art Library�
and the artist’s estate.�
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HODDINOTT�
Piano Sonatas 1-10�
Martin Jones,�piano�

  Piano Sonata No. 4, Op. 49       11.13�
   Toccata I� - Allegro agitato           1.55�
   Aria� - Adagio flessibile                3.14�
   Toccata II� - Presto                        1.30�
   Notturno� - Lentissimo                  1.50�
   Toccata III�- Allegro con brio      2.44�

  Piano Sonata No. 5, Op. 57       14.32�
   Cadenza� - Allegro                        4.20�
   Aria I� - Adagio                             3.46�
   Aria II� - Andante                          2.31�
   Toccata� - Presto                           3.55�

  DISC ONE�
  Piano Sonata No. 1, Op. 17    17.38�
   I   Andante                                 3.22�
   II  Allegro                                  3.57�
   III  Adagio                                  4.08�
   IV  Allegro assai                         6.11�

  Piano Sonata No. 2, Op. 27    10.14�
   I   Moderato                               4.02�
   II  Adagio                                  3.08�
   III  Allegro                                  3.04�

  Piano Sonata No. 3, Op. 40�
   Adagio, espressivo e rubato -�
   Allegro energico                         7.43�

Total playing time     61.20�

Recorded in the Concert Hall of the Nimbus Foundation,�
Wyastone Leys, Monmouth on 17th & 18th December 1992 -� in the presence of the composer.�

1993 Wyastone Estate Limited © 1993 Nimbus Records Limited.�
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Martin Jones�
Martin Jones has been one of Britain’s most highly regarded solo pianists since first�
coming to international attention in 1968 when he received the Dame Myra Hess�
Award. The same year he made his London debut at the Queen Elizabeth Hall and his�
New York debut at Carnegie Hall, and ever since has been in demand for recitals and�
concerto performances on both sides of the Atlantic.�
He is a prolific recording artist and his many discs for Nimbus Records include the�
complete solo piano works of Mendelssohn, Brahms, Debussy, Grainger,�
Szymanowski (voted Best Instrumental Recording of 1996 by the Spanish magazine�
‘CD Compact’) Stravinsky, Korngold and the sonatas of Alun Hoddinott. He has�
recently recorded several Spanish piano masters and Volume 2 of this series received�
the 2000 Classical Indie Award from the Association for Independent Music in the�
USA. The soundtrack of the film ‘Howards End’ features Martin Jones performing�
Grainger’s�Bridal Lullaby�and�Mock Morris�.�
 Martin Jones has performed as concerto soloist with many of the leading British�
orchestras, as well as in the USA and Russia, and toured Canada as soloist with the�
BBC Welsh Symphony Orchestra. Recent performances include the Britten�Piano�
Concerto�in St Petersburg, the Schoenberg�Piano Concerto�with the Adelaide�
Symphony Orchestra, Scharwenka’s�Piano Concerto No 1�in the USA, and Brahms�
Concerto No 1�with the Oman Symphony Orchestra. His performance repertoire, as�
well as encompassing most of the standard works for piano, also includes unusual�
concertos such as the Busoni Concerto, which he performed with the BBC Symphony�
Orchestra and Norman Del Mar. He has also championed the music of British�
composers and has performed concertos by Britten, Benjamin, Mathias, McCabe and�
Lambert.�
 In the USA he has served as jury member on a number of international piano�
competitions, and he gave the world premiere of�Ravelled Threads�by American�
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richly fulfilled�- but Hoddinott's pianistic odyssey is by no means complete. In 1993�
he wrote an Eleventh Sonata for Iwan Llewelyn-Jones in memory of William Mathias�
and in 1994 composed another sonata - the Twelfth - for Simon Shewring. A third�
volume of piano sonatas may well be on the horizon!�

© 1995 Geraint Lewi�s�
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  DISC TWO�
  Piano Sonata No. 6,�
  Op. 78 No. 3                          12.21�
   I   Adagio maestoso -             5.26�
   II  Allegro bruscamente -       4.48�
   III  Andante mesto                   2.07�

  Piano Sonata No. 7,�
  Op. 114                                  14.40�
   I   Moderato                           3.59�
   II  Adagio                               2.57�
   III  Allegro                               3.18�
   IV  Andante                             2.24�
   V  Vivace                                2.02�

  Piano Sonata No. 8, Op. 125      12.53�
   I   Allegro                                      5.38�
   II  Andante                                    3.11�
   III  Con brio                                    4.04�

  Piano Sonata No. 9, Op. 134      13.52�
   I   Vivo                                          4.05�
   II  Calmo                                       4.20�
   III  Tempi                                       5.27�

  Piano Sonata No. 10, Op. 136   11.12�
   I   Andante -                                  5.08�
   II  Allegretto -                               2.15�
   III  Allegro -                                   3.49�
    Presto e leggiero�

Total playing time       64.58�

Recorded in the Concert Hall of the Nimbus Foundation,�
Wyastone Leys, Monmouth on 17 & 18 December 1992 -�in the presence of the composer.�

1995 Wyastone Estate Limited © 1995 Nimbus Records Limited.�
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ALUN HODDINOTT� (born 1929)�
Piano Sonatas Nos. 1-10�

Disc One - Sonatas Nos. 1-5�

Alun Hoddinott's Piano Sonata No.l was composed in 1959, when the composer was�
thirty and well-established as a leading figure among the young composers of his�
generation - and as I begin to write this note in May 1993 I receive the manuscript of�
his newly-completed Sonata No. 11! His evolving canon of sonatas stands as one of�
the most significant contributions to the piano repertoire by a mainstream contempo-�
rary composer. He has also composed three piano concertos, music for two pianos and�
a number of smaller piano pieces. It is therefore surely significant in some sense that�
Hoddinott himself is not a pianist. (His own instruments are the violin and viola and�
he was a distinguished founder member of the National Youth Orchestra of Wales in�
1946). In contrast, a figure like his friend Benjamin Britten, who was a prodigiously�
gifted pianist, was obviously inhibited when it came to writing solo works for the�
instrument. And Hoddinott's Welsh contemporary William Mathias - to whose mem-�
ory the Eleventh Sonata is inscribed - was similarly a brilliant pianist, but only�
composed two solo sonatas. It may be that the subliminal awareness of a particular�
technique - its scope, limitations and the tendency for the fingers to lead the mind�
towards certain pianistic cliches - stiffens the compositional sinews. Hoddinott's�
imagination however has been stimulated creatively by the many virtuoso pianists�
with whom he has collaborated over the last three decades.�

Educated at University College, Cardiff (where he was later to be Professor of�
Music for over twenty years) Hoddinott was already composing at a very early age�
and works of his were performed professionally, and even broadcast while he was still�
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a contrasting toccata-like idea. These two gestures proliferate and in rubbing�
shoulders generate a 'sonata' tension. The scintillating toccata is often stopped in its�
tracks by the stalking Beethovenian octaves and a more lyrical idea is also allowed to�
emerge as part of the flow. This lyrical tone entirely dominates the slow central�
movement which is an unruffled, tranquil barcarolle in character, warmly romantic in�
its harmonic colouring. The finale - entitled�Tempi�- is a cumulative set of variants on�
a stark statement in octaves starting off from B flat. Contrasting tempi and�
characterisations are fully explored as the music journeys full circle to rediscover its�
initial tonality with thrillingly impulsive impact.�

Sonata No. 10, Op. 136 followed very quickly and was commissioned by the�
young virtuoso Raymond Clarke who gave the first performance at the Purcell Room�
on London's South Bank on September 27, 1989. It is fascinating to note how two�
works in the same medium written in close succession can be completely different in�
character, but noticeably from the same pen (the same was frequently true of�
Beethoven in consecutive symphonies and piano sonatas). If the Ninth is gesturally�
Hoddinott's homage to Beethoven's�Hammerklavier�then the Tenth is his�Moonlight.�
The opening movement is a hypnotically beautiful tapestry of sound which�
completely covers the keyboard in interlocking chains�of consonant intervals with�
gently clashing major or minor thirds clouding the tonality. The C sharp anchor is a�
crucial long-term signpost though the movement ends on an inconclusive F sharp.�
The three movements are in fact a single evolving argument, and�- in contrast to the�
Eighth - one which steadily accelerates in speed. This kaleidescopic process is vividly�
audible in that the transformation and development of material is both harmonically�
and melodically tangible as the music unfolds through the intermezzo of the second�
movement and the coruscating toccata - punctuated by the Beethovenian octaves of�
the Ninth - which brings the sonata to an exhilarating close.�

When writing a Preface to his edition of the Third Sonata John Ogdon concluded�
by saying that 'if I have mentioned a parallel with Scriabin it is in the hope that Dr.�
Hoddinott may extend the analogy by giving us ten Sonatas'. That hope has been�
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with an unresolved cadence whose last chord is very close to that of the first�
movement. The argument is only resolved in the finale - a brilliantly syncopated�moto�
perpetuo�which gradually gathers pace and strength and eventually returns to the very�
opening Allegro - but in modified form so that what felt at the start to be the opening�
of a multi-coloured fan of chords now correspondingly seems to be the closing of the�
same.�

In 1989 Hoddinott celebrated his 60th birthday and the year in many ways�
represented a major turning-point in his career - essentially one of consolidation. In�
the years leading to this milestone he had relinquished his positions as Professor and�
Head of the Music Department at University College, Cardiff (a post held since 1967�
and during which the Department became the largest and best-equipped in Britain)�
and Artistic Director of the Cardiff Festival, (which he founded in 1967 with John�
Ogdon as the Cardiff Festival of Twentieth Century Music) so that he could�
concentrate exclusively�on a punishing compositional schedule in 1987-9 - the�
hour-long�Legend of St. Julian�for the City of London Sinfonia and Choir,�Lines from�
Marlowe's Dr. Faustus�for the National Youth Choir of Wales, the Third String�
Quartet for the Gabrieli,�Noctis Equi�for Rostropovitch and the LSO,�Songs of Exile�
for Robert Tear and the BBC National Orchestra of Wales,�Star Children�(also BBC�
National Orchestra of Wales for the 1989 Proms), the Organ Symphony, a Rhapsody�
on Welsh Tunes for the National Youth Orchestra of Wales - and two new piano�
sonatas, Nos. 9 and 10.�

The Ninth Sonata, Op. 134 was commissioned by the young Welsh pianist Simon�
Shewring (who studied with Vlado Perlemuter) in association with the Welsh Arts�
Council and he gave the premiere on July 15, 1989 as part of the Cheltenham Festival�
at which Hoddinott was composer-in-residence. Very fittingly the First Sonata had�
been premiered at the 1959 Cheltenham Festival so that Shewring's recital - in�
including both First and Ninth Sonatas - had a nicely historical dimension. Sonata No.�
9 has three movements - all sharply contrasted. The arresting opening presents boldly�
affirmative octaves asserting a home 'key' of B flat which is immediately mutated by�
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a student. He then had a valuable period of study in London with the Australian�
composer Arthur Benjamin who was a celebrated pianist, famous at the time for his�
piano-hit�Jamaican Rumba.�Hoddinott now credits Benjamin with much of the�
foundation of his approach to piano writing, by dint of various carefully observed�
technical devices, sleights of hand and an immersion in the piano works of Debussy�
and Ravel and other sophisticated keyboard composers. From the very beginning�
however he established a distinctive and individual keyboard sonority and a penchant�
for nocturnal imagery (two early pieces were styled�Nocturne).�This is all evident in�
the Sonata No.l.�

Hoddinott's name first came to international prominence when his Clarinet�
Concerto, Op.3 (1949-50) was given its first public performance at the 1954 Chelten-�
ham Festival by Gervase de Peyer with the Hall�é� Orchestra conducted by Barbirolli.�
Two years later it was given at the Proms with the BBC Symphony Orchestra under�
Sargent. Commissions started to flow in and the Piano Sonata No.l, Op.17 was�
commissioned for the 1959 Cheltenham Festival where it was performed by Valerie�
Tryon, for whom Hoddinott went on to compose his first two piano concertos in 1960�
and 1961.�

Hoddinott has always maintained that his central compositional axis was never�
the Austro-German sonata-form but the decorative aria and toccata-like drive of the�
Italian Baroque school - this quite obviously a direct result of his not being a pianist,�
but a violinist. The effect is immediately apparent in the four-movement Sonata No.l.�
It opens with a musing nocturne, floating on a dislocated barcarolle-like rhythm. This�
idea evolves melodically, with added decoration and dramatic chordal punctuations,�
to a climax from which it then withdraws to a subdued, expectant close. Hoddinott�
then unleashes a torrential toccata which is cast in a form he went on to explore with�
remarkable fecundity - the palindrome, in which a stretch of music is played in�
reverse. In this instance the first 95 bars are reversed and form the last 97 bars, which�
is to say that they are effectively played backwards (with rhythmic variations), but�
with a free 53-bar section connecting the two panels and creating the effect of a�
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seamless whole. The�Adagio�which follows is the still centre of the Sonata - an�
introverted variant of the opening�Andante.�A lilting rhythm runs through the elabo-�
rate rondo finale which develops certain features from the second movement, and in�
its gentler second theme accommodates the barcarolle of the first movement. The�
onward flow is briefly halted at its central point by a rhetorical quasi-cadenza after�
which the rondo material reorganises itself and runs to a brilliant conclusion.�

Hoddinott's interest in the intricate organisation of his musical organisms is�
evident on many�levels, and can present certain fascinating paradoxes. From an early�
language which was broadly neo-classical and tonal he came naturally to explore a�
richer and darker vein of chromaticism, as will have been evident in Sonata No.l�
already. This led him to evolve a personal and idiosyncratic brand of serialism which�
is perhaps ultimately another side of the same coin as the palindromic temporal�
organisation. This aspect never constricts the sense of rhythmic buoyancy and�
similarly the serialism does not preclude a feeling of tonal mooring. Hoddinott's�
parameters are not restrictive in any sense and indeed can often create a feeling of�
improvisation to belie the strict organisation. The A flat conclusion of the First Sonata�
thus seems sudden and exhilarating in its triumph but at the same time is a logical and�
organic resolution of the tonal tensions of the whole work.�

Sonata No.2, Op.27 followed the First in 1961 and was given its premiere by�
Colin Kingsley at a Macnaghten Concert in London. Heard side by side, as on this�
disc, it almost seems as if the argument of the First is taken up without a break in�
consistency and logic - but with a corresponding gain in intensity and concision. The�
first movement has a gently undulating, rocking pulse - subdued and stealthy. It is�
another palindrome, but in this instance reversed exactly at its mid-point. The�
remarkable art that Hoddinott brings to this device is essentially one of concealment�
- but a very precise art nonetheless. On one hand the music sounds like a natural�
unfolding, while on the other there are features which can be audibly identified in�
reverse. After this gentle movement comes a characteristically dark and intense�
nocturne with a violent central outburst. The finale introduces another favourite�
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The Seventh Sonata, Op. 114 was commissioned by Martin Jones in association�
with the Welsh Arts Council and first performed at St. John's Smith Square, London�
on May 15th 1984. It has five movements built to form an arch-like structure. The�
opening Moderato unfolds at leisure and is based on a subtly presented note-row�
which is centred on C sharp. As in the Sixth Symphony this provides the tonal anchor�
for the whole sonata and the particular network of notes and interconnections feeds in�
turn the other four movements. Unlike the symphony's seven sections however these�
are discrete. The Adagio deepens a feeling of rhapsodic introspection already�
prevalent in the opening movement but this element is dispelled in the central Allegro�
which is cast as a declamatory Beethovenian�dotted-rhythm march with a luminously�
linear central trio preceding a varied reprise of the march. The Andante which follows�
blends elements from both first and second movements and finishes expectantly. The�
final Vivace is a brilliant and fiery toccata with the character of a�moto perpetuo�
which brings the sonata to a dazzling conclusion.�

Sonata No. 8, Op. 125 followed in 1986 and was premiered at London's Wigmore�
Hall by Thalia Myers on May 23rd. The increasing clarity of line which is apparent�
in comparing the Sixth and Seventh Sonatas is ever more present in the Eighth which�
is cast in three movements arranged symmetrically. The first is ruggedly rhetorical�
with powerful octave Ds punctuating cascading chord sequences. This pattern is given�
a sudden kick about half-way through the movement when it speeds up and moves�
from duple time into triple metre - the effect is of turning the movement momentarily�
into a scherzo. At the same time it is audibly a continuing process of development in�
that it transforms and extends the basic material already heard. At the very end the�
tempo and pulse of the initial statement return - but a tone lower - and the movement�
fades enigmatically. The central Andante of the triptych is a gently pensive meditation�
in which freely melodic lines commune with rich harmonic moorings. The potential�
of this movement was not lost on Hoddinott who almost immediately orchestrated and�
elaborated it as the slow movement of his Concerto for Orchestra, Op. 127. In the�
sonata the initial descending phrase now ascends at the end and the�movement finishes�
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section expands naturally, and of its very nature is much more than a mere�
introduction. Out of it suddenly breaks a vital Allegro which releases the pent-up�
tension of the Adagio. Although Hoddinott is generally averse to the Austro-�
Germanic sonata tradition (being strongly drawn by instinct to the earlier Italianate�
violinistic school) he has nevertheless displayed throughout his career an�
inexhaustible array of personal reinterpretations of certain�sonata-form archetypes.�
Here, he marries the cumulative energy and brilliance of a motoric toccata-like pattern�
to the elements of contrast and goal-orientated repetition central to sonata structures.�
Furthermore the final goal of this particular argument is a return to the music of the�
Adagio and in that sense two structures operate together on different levels in this�
sonata. When the Adagio does return it is as an Andante in which the Adagio's�
material is hieratically simplified as a clinching concluding gesture.�

Between the composition of the Sixth (1972) and Seventh (1984) Sonatas�
Hoddinott embarked on what became thought of as his 'decade of opera' -�The Beach�
of Falesa�(1973),�The Magician�(1975),�What the Old Man does is always Right�
(1977),�The Rajah's Diamond�(1979) and�The Trumpet-Major�(1981). These colourful�
dramatic works - two full-scale stage operas at either end and two one-act television�
operas, separated by a felicitous children's opera (the first four with leading parts for�
Sir Geraint Evans and the last three with libretti by Myfanwy Piper) - provided an�
important new dimension to Hoddinott's range of expression and seemed to uncover�
a richly romantic vein in his language. The effect naturally spilled over into the�
orchestral works written concurrently, notably�Landscapes�(1975),�Sinfonia Fidei�
(1977),�The Heaventree of Stars�(1980) and�Lanternes des Morts�(1981) and can also�
be felt very positively in the one-movement Sixth Symphony of 1984 which followed�
the Fifth after a gap of over ten years. The Sonata No. 7 was written literally a month�
before the symphony, and similarly followed the previous piano sonata after a twelve�
year pause. Certain major changes and developments therefore will naturally be very�
apparent - most audibly in terms of a much greater economy of means married to an�
increasing profundity of expression.�
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Hoddinott feature, a spiky march-like pattern which is mildly reminiscent of�
Hindemith, but with an added touch of irony. The central section renders the march�
airborne and then the march itself is reversed (with correspondingly reversed�
dynamics) before a whirlwind coda clinches a resolution in D.�

One of Hoddinott's early champions was the peerless British virtuoso John�
Ogdon (himself of course also a composer). They were close friends and together�
established the Cardiff Festival of Twentieth Century Music in 1967. Shortly�
beforehand in 1966 Ogdon premiered Hoddinott's Third Piano Concerto at the�
Cheltenham Festival and wrote the following preface to an edition in the�Virtuoso�
series by Novello of the Third Piano Sonata, Op.40 - a work first performed at the�
1965 Bangor Festival by Hoddinott's Welsh composer contemporary David Harries�
and dedicated to�another composer friend, Humphrey Searle:- 'In Hoddinott's Third�
Sonata may be seen the salient features of his style. These include a highly-charged�
lyrical sense which at times aspires to Wagner's 'infinite melody' in its freedom and�
plasticity. It is noteworthy how naturally a Hoddinott melody rises and falls, almost�
breathing like a living organism, and by its sense of direction providing the important�
experience of hearing music 'in time', i.e. that at any given point the music relates�
structurally and dramatically to the time it has consumed.�

The Sonata's harmonic language is equally personal; two or three chords become�
the matter of considerable musical argument, and their harmonic and aural ambience�
is always highly individual. Hoddinott's harmonic language may - in its thought,�not�
in its sound - suggest a present-day parallel to Scriabin. It is interesting to note that�
this Sonata, like Scriabin's Fourth, is in two movements, ends one movement and�
begins another with the same chord, and recapitulates in the second movement�
material already heard earlier.�

There is much to admire in Hoddinott's piano writing - his very original�
ornamental and cadenza-like figurations, and perhaps above all his extraordinary�
handling of the bass register of the piano, which many composers neglect. This�
originality of timbre, wholly his own, reaches its apex thus far in the astonishing�
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second movement of the Third Piano Concerto, and is very much present in the�
second movement of this striking Sonata.'�

The Sonata No.4, Op. 49, followed hard on the heels of the 3rd in 1966, and was�
premiered by another pianist-composer colleague, John McCabe, in Manchester. As�
in the roughly contemporary cycle of symphonies - no.l (1955), no.2 (1962), no.3�
(1968), no.4 (1969) and no.5 (1973) - Hoddinott is keen in these sonatas to explore�
related but varied permutations of outward structure and formal design. The�
integration of Sonata No.3 gives way here to a five-movement symmetrical arch, in�
which three suitably contrasted�Toccatas�(the first a rhetorical gateway, the second a�
nimble scherzo and the third a subdued rondo with a sudden retrospective and�
dazzling coda) enfold a lilting, but introspective�Aria�and a luminous but brooding�
Notturno.�
Sonata No.5, Op. 57, was written two years later, commissioned by the Council of the�
United Nations Association in celebration of Human Rights Year and first�performed�
by John Ogdon at the 1968 Cardiff Festival. As in the relationship between Sonatas 1�
and 2, No.5 seems to take up�where No.4 left off. It opens with a craggy extended�
Cadenza�shaped from violently contrasted gestures rooted in E flat. Then come two�
Arias -�further explorations of Hoddinott's nocturnal vein. The first is a dream-like�
tracery - as if a song were held in suspended animation - while the second is a�
rhetorical reconstruction of the accompanimental gestures of a Baroque aria. The final�
Toccata�is a dazzling�tour de force�which comes across as a contemporary recreation�
of the spectral finale of Chopin's�Funeral March�Sonata. The late John Ogdon�
concluded his Introduction to the Third Sonata by saying that 'if I have mentioned a�
parallel with Scriabin, it is in the hope that Dr. Hoddinott may extend the analogy by�
giving us ten Sonatas.' Ogdon did in fact live to see the fruition of his plea, and while�
the Fifth Sonata stands as a fitting testament to his unrivalled virtuosity, the�
continuing unfolding of Hoddinott's pianistic odyssey is heard in the companion�
volume to this disc.�

© 1993 Geraint Lewis�
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Disc Two - Sonatas Nos. 6-10�

It may well be that Hoddinott's imagination at the keyboard is liberated in not being�
conditioned by a particular technical configuration in which the fingers dictate certain�
patterns to the mind. Musical considerations can thus take centre-stage and while the�
writing is highly pianistic and idiomatic it is never simply or superficially 'pianistic'�
in an empty sense. Hoddinott's concern is always with the musical discourse or�
argument to hand and this is what makes the cycle of sonatas such a satisfying�
cumulative experience. As Michael Oliver wrote in his review of the disc of Sonatas�
Nos. 1-5 in�Gramophone�magazine 'as these works follow each other you can hear�
ideas in one sonata prompting further explorations in the next'. In this sense the group�
of four sonatas Nos. 7-10, composed between 1984-9 forms a particularly integrated�
evolving set. No. 6, written in 1972 is therefore more closely allied to Nos. 3,4 and 5�
(1965,66 and 68 respectively) and from a structural point of view relates to the group�
of three symphonies Nos. 3,4 and 5 which Hoddinott composed in 1968,69 and 1973�
respectively.�

Sonata No. 6, Op. 78 No. 3 was composed early in 1972 and given its first�
performance at a recital in the Purcell Room, London by Janice Williams on March�
10, 1972. It belongs to a group of four roughly consecutive chamber works which�
Hoddinott gathered together as his Opus 78,�the others being the Violin Sonata No. 3�
(1), the Horn Sonata (2) and Piano Quintet (4). The Sixth Piano Sonata is dedicated�
to the memory of the distinguished composer Alan Rawsthorne who died in 1971.�
Rawsthorne was a close friend of Hoddinott's and over many years they spent a lot of�
time in each other's company. Certain connections certainly exist between their�
musical styles and this is - appropriately - most evident in their writing for the piano.�
The Sonata No. 6 is Hoddinott's most powerfully concentrated, and is cast as a single�
movement. It begins with an extended Adagio which is strongly gestural - bold�
declamatory chords petering away enigmatically into arabesque-like figuration. This�


